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Shifting the World's Stock of Gold
linary Position of the Allies in the Supply and Corn-
.d of the Yellow Metal - Vast Surns Are Coming
of Circulation and Going Into Banks, While Most

àie New Production Since the War Has Gone Into
lish Reserves.

e Aninalist," New York, points out in discussing a
ipment of gold fromn Britain to the United States
y the exchange situation, the favorable position of
cs. While the angle of view is from New York, it
:)me extraordinary reserve financial strength.

Shundred million dollars is a sumu not to be lightly
1 even in these days of billion and five billion dollar
id when thought of as a transaction in gold it be-
ven more impressive. It is, for instance, more than
d's entire annual production of the yellow metal-

t more t han the amount which is yearly added te
- ýÇ oeol i,,nniv Tt i,; à qumn Lreater than the en-

It will be observed that the gold holdings of the Teu-
tonic allies were equal to only about one-third those of its
foes, or, excluding the figures for the British Empire out-
side the United Kîngdom, approximately two-fifths. 0f the
$1,280,000,000 of gold which was in the possession of
Austro-Hlungary and Germany when hostilities commenced,
Somle $5-87,000,00 was in the State banks and the balance,
just under $700,000,000, in other institutions and in circula-
tion. Shut off as they are from the rest of the world, such
of this latter as they are able to bring into their banking
reserves constitute for the time practically the only source
of Ïgold uipon which they can draw.

Despite this handicap, however, the gold holdings of
the Reichsbank increased during the first year by $258,-
900,000, or more than the gain in the entire holdings of ail
the State institutions of the Allies by $23,500,000, even if
the British currency note redemption fund of $142,500,000
be incluided. It is a remarkable showing, more so even
when it is considered that in thus mobilizing its gold re-
sources the country has been confined to internaI sources
for the additional supply, and the result was obtained very
largely through appeals to the patriotism of the German
people. Nevertheless, the fact remains that, when taken as
a whole, the German holdings of precious nietal have been
in ne wise auLymented bv~ the chanc-e. What hatDoened is

1
Reichsbank.

..................- $339,000,000

........-- 597,900,000


